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About This Game

There is a world of dreams called Dreamland, where anyone can have their wishes granted.
Three wounded and homeless animals happened to enter Dreamland.

Will they be able to find the lost treasures of Dreamland and save the world?
“And will their wishes to regain their health and go back home safely come true?”

Features
- Innovative Action Puzzle Game: Each animal moves in set direction. Combined animals can move in more directions. You can

also separate combined animals! Find the perfect places to combine or separate animals and clear stages quickly!
- Over 30 exciting Trap tiles

- 6 themes and 100 well-designed stages
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A pretty decent dungeon romp.

Might not have the greatest replayability once beaten as from my current attempts on Rogue it seems each playthrough will be
nearly the same.

The pit traps affect the baddies as well as the player. Always nice when such is the case in this kind of game as it does allow for
more tactics. I do wish some of the other traps worked on the baddies as well, but the pit traps were very useful. Especially in
Rogue mode to avoid Morph fights.

Overall, one of the few to make it out of Early Access and be a good game. Does what it says on the label and has been
enjoyable.

A lot of reading if you want to get into the backstory (not really necessary).
I appreciate that the developer put the effort into detailing theories on magic and the planes of existence and how it relates to
the game universe.. Yars Revenge

Yar\u2019s Revenge is by no means a bad game but it is neither a very exciting game. Looking at some of the images and
trailers, I click the add in cart button on impulse. The 60% discount on a already cheap game also just made that temptation
impossible to resist. I was hoping that it will transport me back to the Panzer Dragoon moments of old. A time I was busy
experimenting which games can work on my old PC from 1997 which seem to struggle with the then wow graphics. As with my
Doom review, I somehow always ended up with Doom or Wolfenstein. Panzer Dragoon was one of the few games that did work
somewhat and was a remarkably fun diversion for me. Flying on a dragon, shooting lasers at enemies in a unique world and a
rather relaxing somber orchestral\/techno soundtrack was pretty darn cool. Although the occasional crashes on my struggling PC
kind of sour those moments but anyway does Yar\u2019s Revenge scratch that itch. Well somewhat but fails at a few
departments as well.

Yars Revenge made by Atari (I was surprised Atari still releases games) is a rather simple on rail shooter where you control Yar
and her quest to defeat the evil Qotiles. In the process freeing her race the Yar\u2019s which I was always confused. Is it the
race or her? The plot is simplistic but its delivery is done poorly through some stilted art and dialog during combat. Being an on
rail shooter it was rather difficult for me to read and shoot at enemies at the same time. After a while I just gave up reading and
just started playing the game as the story was really barebones and at times quite nonsensical.

 Yar\u2019s overall is a very easy game to play and short one at that. You use the left mouse button to shoot your standard
firearms and the right mouse button to attack with a powerful beam that can kill a single enemy quickly. The WASD are your
directional button to control Yar\u2019s movement. There are other weapons and equipment you can collect and use during
combat by using the 1234 but for some reason a xbox control scheme is use to show you the stuff you have. I was a bit confused
here. An example Y was a shield but how was I to know that pressing 1 can use it. Only by looking at the options control scheme
did I figure it out. It\u2019s a minor issue though for me. You can use the Tab button to shoot an all-powerful beam that wipes
out everything in sight. The shooting at the start was rather monotonous and the enemies was nothing to shout about. The enemy
variety in this game is remarkably weak as you see the same enemy over and over again but the shooting does get better later on
in stage 3 on wards. With more enemies and one or two interesting boss fight.

I was surprised that the game does have some neat environments and some small variety to its 6 levels. From the mushroom like
forest planet to the factory laboratory areas with a lot of verticality movement. However there is some minor graphical glitches
with you going through objects and enemies. The screen does turn red when you go through them signaling you have taken
damage. It would have been better if Yar had some unique animations when clashing with objects or enemies instead of just
going through them. At times your firing animation would go on loop but it only happen in one stage. The soundtrack is not too
bad with the synthwave techno electronic beats which seems suitable and at times it does help bring the Panzer moments. The
shooting sounds though is really weak and lack any impact.

Overall would I recommend this game? Most probably not unless you are a huge fan of on rail shooters but even then I would
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recommend something else. There is no replay value for me, despite it having challenge stages. It is however remarkably cheap.
Here in Malaysia it\u2019s about RM 23 which is roughly 5 USD. There are also some small neat extras in showcasing
Yar\u2019s Revenge history and original game with a comic as well as some concept art. Maybe comparing it to Panzer
Dragoon is not fair but Yar\u2019s Revenge at the end of the day is a rather barebones simplistic on rail shooters.

Out of 10
Graphics - 4 Going through objects despite having variety to its simple levels
Gameplay - 3
Sound - 3
Story - 1 If i could read the dialog and if it was not shown during combat it might be a 2

On a side note, while doing this review I came upon on interesting article regarding Yar\u2019s Revenge history and game
development. I thought I will just add it here for anyone who is interested in some game history and development.

https:\/\/www.polygon.com\/2015\/3\/9\/8163747\/yars-revenge-is-a-journey-back-to-a-lost-world-of-video-games. had alot of
fun with this game very high replay value. This is an absolute marvel of a game and it's criminal how relatively unknown it is.

Possibly the best thing about this game is its arc. For each character you play as, but also for you as a player. At the start, you'll
start missions which are way too hard, bumble into enemy ships and get killed mercilessly. Or you'll do easy missions which
amount to shooting three guys and getting meagre pay. After ten hours, you'll be teleporting around enemy ships, bypassing
security doors, hacking turrets from long range while the count-down ticks by until the ship you're on returns to its own base.
You've located your target, but his shields and armour make him essentially invincible. There's only one thing to do, blow a hole
in a corridor as he's walking by so that you and him are ejected into space. After that, you have about 20 seconds to use your
remote controlled shuttle to pick up yourself and your target.

The core gameplay is essentially Hotline Miami, but with many gadgets and options for stealth and subversion. There's less
impetus on twitch gameplay as well, because you have the ability to pause the game. But stating it like that is doing the game a
severe disservice.

There is just so much freedom here to find tactics and strategies which suit you as a player. Murderspree or sneaky hacker,
close-combat killer or super-fast thief? there's also a ton of emergent storytelling and gameplay. Did you lose a character you
invested in due to a miscalculation? Well, with any luck, your character was captured instead of killed and one of your next
iterations can go and liberate them from the fortified stronghold where they're held...

This is a masterpiece. One of the very few games that let you feel awesome when your plan comes together. A plan that the game
didn't dictate, but you came up with, chose, and implemented. And that feeling is just masterful.. The buildings look great and this is
definetely worth a buy if you have some spare cash lying around but i would have loved if just like with european suburbia they
would have made a district style for it but there's mod for that. Just play the first one. The game's one advantage is the Steam
Workshop support, which is pointless since the level editor is miles behind the one in the first game.. I dare you to mark diagonally
^^. Good and simple. Decent hidden object game and well worth the price. Could have used spell-check on some of the text and the
dialog and story aren't amazing. I had fun solving the puzzles.
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Nice game.No complaints.
Typical OLD School FPS action like Max payne or Punisher ,waves and waves of enemies.Nice touch for slow time,very useful
here.
10/10. Created Fc Storm as player manager,
Had a crucial Champions League match (friendly) against Finnish opposition,
Signed Ovad (end of contract)
Played sweeper stuck Ovad up top lone striker
Ovad proved a vital signing scored the winning hatrick in a 4-1 thriller.
Retired with a respectable 1 played 1 won.

Would 10/10 come out of retirement to 'Finnish' them once more!!!. Pretty good, yes it's ugly and clunky but still playable and
fun :) similar to Wallenstein 3d. I love challenges, if you want a game that won't hold your hand all the way through then Spectra
is for you.

The music is great, Chipzel hits the spot.

Definitely worth buying.. This game is a good game but it has quite a few problems. Like crashes. But that not a reason to not
play it. It is a really fun game.. I feel like this game was neither proofread nor playtested before release here. The janky
grammar and bad translation(?) definitely feel like older jrpgs, but I'm not sure that should be billed as a selling point. And the
first fight--or at least the only one I can locate--appears to be impossible. This is NOT "an example of what can be achieved
using RPG Maker, while working with the basic engine features". This is, in its current state, a rather sad and unplayable
example of how to feel ripped off while spending less than 60 cents.. Game is not intuitive and the economy is hard to master
especially for a kids game. Spent about an hour trying to get a park up and running and there is no tutorial that I could find to
help.. The game has some balance issues. You will also notice that the difficulty levels are hardly accurate. After a while
gameplay is pretty routine. No I'm not going to tell you, that would make the game totally worthless. As far as changes, let
players position pieces before battles start. Some pieces are worthless, try to find some value for them. Same goes for
nationalities, come up with deeper, more unique characteristics. Take out the part that skips battles. I know it's used to balance a
player who does well but that takes away from a good player. I'm vague on purpose, you're not paying me. figure it out yourself.
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